Financing Renewable Energy through Household Adoption of Green Electricity Tariffs: A Diffusion Model of an Induced Environment Market

BACKGROUND

- The emergence of modern environmentalism has been accompanied by a desire to reap commercial benefits from individuals’ growing concern for the environment.
- Green electricity tariffs are product innovations whereby the electricity supply company guarantees that the quantity of electricity delivered to the end consumer is matched by an equivalent amount of renewable energy generation.
- However, large disparities have been observed between the proportion of households actually adopting green electricity tariffs and the proportion in willingness-to-pay surveys that claim they would (stated-willingness-to-adopt).

METHODOLOGY

- The authors conceptualise observed disparities by developing a model that links the willingness-to-pay literature with the established innovation diffusion literature.

KEY FINDINGS

- The model shows how increasing consumer environmental concern, driven by word-of-mouth and mass media communication channels, results in an increasing proportion of households with a stated-willingness-to-adopt.
- The presence of response bias and the free rider problem result in ‘feasible adoption’ being below stated-willingness-to-adopt.
- Feasible adoption is in turn differentiated from actual adoption by the extent of market imperfections, such as the supply side problems and regulatory failures often discussed in the empirical literature.

POLICY ISSUES

- The distinctions between stated-willingness-to-adopt, feasible adoption and actual adoption should help policy-makers conceptualise the difficulties experienced in green energy markets, thereby making it easier for them to assess the role that these markets can play in incentivising additional investments over time.
- The model highlights to policymakers that the potential of the market for green electricity tariffs may take time to reap and that the low penetration rates of today may reflect a conventional trajectory of a diffusion process.
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